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Abbreviated abstract: To our knowledge, when the data are randomly censored, the kernel
estimator for the tail index is not yet extreme addressed in the value literature. For this, we review the
existing tail index estimators and then propose a new kernel estimator to for censored data.
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Previous work, challenge, and approach
Complete data
Let                        be independent and identically distributed (iid) of non-negative random variables (rv’s) 
as n copies of a rv X; defined over some probability space                  with cumulative distribution
function (cdf) F: We assume that the distribution tail                   is regularly varying at infinity, with index 

notation:                         that is

where             is called the shape parameter or the tail index or the extreme value index (EVI). 
- Hill’s estimator Hill (1975)             

- Csörgo et al. (1985)  
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Techniques and Methods
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Censored data 
In many real situations the variable of interest X is not always available. An appropriate way to model 
this matter, is to introduce a non-negative rv Y; called censoring rv, independent of X and then to 
consider the rv and the indicator variable                            , which determines whether or 
not X has been observed. 
A new kernel estimator for     
1. By using Potter’s inequalities, see e.g. Proposition B.1.10 in de Haan and Ferreira (2006), to the 

regularly varying function F together with assumptions [A1]- [A4]; 

Where and      denotes the Lebesgue derivative of g.

2. By letting and substituting F by Kaplan-Meier estimator  

 



Results and Conclusion
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3. We derive a kernel estimator to the tail index      defined by

where

and                           (arbitrary):
4. In view of the mean value theorem, we may choose the sequence of constants        , and recall that

, we end up to the final form of our new kernel estimator given by 

We proposed a smoothed (or a kernel) version of Worms’s estimator (Worms and Worms, 2014) of the 
tail index of a Pareto-type distribution for randomly censored data. This estimator is a generalization of 
the well-known kernel estimator of the extreme value index for complete data introduced by Csörgo et al. 
(1985). 


